
CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

I

3.6. 1.2 Primary containment leakage rates shall be limited to:

„An overall integrated leakage rate of less than or equal to L ,
1.0 percent by weight of the containment air per 24 hours at F ,
45.0 psig.
A corn'bined leakage rate of-less than or equal to 0.60 L for all
penetrations and all'alves listed in Table 3.6.3-1, except for main
st ne isolation valves" and
valves which are hydrostatic<;ally leak tested per Table 3. 6.'3-1,
subject to Type B and C tests when pressurized to P , 45.0 psig.

a'Lessthan or equal to 46 scf per hour for all four main steam
li.nes through the isol valves when tested at Pt, 22.5 psig./~~ ra.fC of 5 0

ess than or equal to ~ cf per hour for~ ~e-
when teste a P, 45.0 psig. ~ ~ ~ec~~ry G <~<"~ 'IPasJ

a /ci<kajc. pcut<~~s sfioaog .~ TaC4 9.C.W 8
A combined leakage rate of less than or equal to Z.3 gp7f for a'(1
containment isolation valves in hydrostatically tested lines which
penetrate the primary containment, when tested at 1. 10 Pa, 49.5 psig.

PP LICABILITY When PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is required per Specification
.6

ACTION:

With

(5o(pf<~ v4(vi) 5e<'vin<<( as 5 ecexdc r~ Mfa<<<~ 6q >ss 6<< rs'<c< Va(4<$

a. sh.~. <<

a. The measured overall integrated primary containment leakage rate
exceeding 0.75 L , or

a'.

The measured combined leakage rate for all penetrations and all
listed in Table 3.6.3-1, except for main steam line isolation

statically leak tested per Table 3.6.3-1, subject to Type B and C
tests exceeding 0.60 L , or

a'.

'The measured leakage rate exceeding 46 scf per hour for all four
main steam lines through the isol n valves, or

Qw6 <neo/ $ .<

(i<94(osfocf <4
e. Th) measured'ombined leakage rate for all containment isolation

containment exceeding 3.3 gpm,

f/~ ge~g~ ~/~<i,~ 4yr<<«sJ (cab~ pafÃ~c4y< s(~ in 746~+ S.C 3 "2-
"Exemption to Appendix "J" of 10 CFR 50.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION Continued

ACTION (Continued) Ifo(0AM a v s 5'ip <s ~ccon~y ~fain~ hygasg 8~i'ice v~(vcs

restore: aS +~ in Ta54 3C 32 +
a. The overall integrated leakage rate,to less than or equal to

L , and

b. The combined leakage rate for all penetrations and all valves listed
in Table 3. 6. 3-1, except for main steam line isolation valves ~maHr
s4ea and valves which are hydrostatically leak
tested per Table 3.6.3-1, subject to Type B and C tests to less
than or equal to 0.60 L , and

a.'.

The leakage rate to less than or equal to 46 scf per hour for
all four main steam lines through the iso n valves, aqdnmb)m O'. Thegleakage rate to less'than or equal t scf per hour for anyd~ d

e. The combined leakage rate for all containment isolation valves in
hydrostatically tested lines which penetrate the primary containment
to less than 'or equal to 3.3 gpm,

prior to increasing reactor coolant system temperature above 200'F.
+05c, 5 econd~ g ~+<in~ ~p a~s /e~(cap p~A~ay s'4o~ r< 7''/c s. C ->

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.6. 1.2 The .primary containment leakage rates shall be demonstrated at the
following test schedule and shall be determined in conformance with the criteria
specified in Appendix J of 10 CFR 50 using the methods arid provis'ions of ANSI
N45. 4 " 1972:

a.'hree Type A Overall Integrated Containment Leakage Rate tests shall
be conducted at 40 + 10 month intervals during shutdown at P ,
45.0 psig, during each 10-year service period. The third te$ t of „
each set shall be conducted during the shutdown for the 10-year plant
inservice inspection.

b. IV any periodic Type A test fails to meet .75 L , the test schedule
for subsequent Type A tests shall be reviewed and approved by the
Commission. If two consecutive Type A tests fail to meet .75 L , a
Type A test shall'e performed at least every 18 months until tlo
consecutive Type A tests meet .75 L ', at which time'he above test
schedule may be resumed.

a'.

The accuracy of each Type "A test shall be verified by a supplemental
test which:

1. Confirms the accuracy of the test by verifying that the
difference between the supplemental data and the Type A test
data is within 0.25 L ..a'

2. Has duration sufficient to establish accurately the change in
leakage rate between the Type A test and the supplemental test.

l

3. Requires the quantity of gas injected into the containment or
bled from the containment during the supplemental test to be
equivalent to at least 25 percent of the total measured leakage
at P , 45.0 psig.

SUSQUEHANNA -.UNIT 1 3/4 6"3



CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

SURYEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS Continued)

d. Type B and C tests shall be conducted with gas at P , 45.0 psig," at
intervals no greater than 24 months except for test$ involving:

1: Air locks,

2. Hain steam line*isolation valves and a~~~m-1-we-d~~as isol t v ( ei - se ~ Sec a
7
~f ~ ll/p

v'atvcs as ~4fh lA r~~ z.C. ~-~,
3, Containment isolation val'ves in hydrostatically tested lines" which penetrate the peimary containment, and

4. Purge supply and exhaust isolation valves with resilient
material seals.

e. Air locks shall be tested and demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance
Requir ement 4. 6. 1. 3. ~ 1

1. 11 1 11 1 1tt 1 1
shall be leak tested at least once per 18 months.

is (c6~ va(vcr scrvi y ~s Sc~~7 ~t ~ k~pesg hnrr<c valves as sA ~ ~'< 7~~ g g 3 p
g. Containment isolation valves in hydrostatically tested lines which

penetrate the primary containment shall be leak:.tested at least once
per 18 months.

„h. Purge supply and exhaust isolation valves with resilient material
seals shall be tested and demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance
Requirement 4. 6. 1. 8.2.

The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable to ~en&
1

Sfccigi~c~~ 'f.g.f.Z, ~
>

g.~ I.~ ~ 4 4.0. I.Z.c 4.5./.2,.d a 4 4.4.(.2..8.

"Unless a hydraul>c test is required per Table 3.6.3-1.

SUSQUEHANNA " UNIT 1 3/4 6"4 Amendment No. 8
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CONTA NMENT SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION (Continued) < ie~'~ «I"~ *~«> e' ~~'T nu"'"~ TP~
ns eAww '~ 7~ Z.e.e-p +

restore:
a. 'The overall integrated leakage rate to less than or equal to 0.75

L , and

b. The combined leakage rate for all penetrations and all valves listed
in Table 3.6.3-1, except for. main steam line isolation valves", ~

and valves which are hydrostatically leak
tested per Table 3. 6. 3-1, subject to Type 8 and C tests to less
than or equal to 0.60 L , and

a'.

The leakage rate to less than or equal to 46 scf per hour for
all four main steam lines through the iso 'on valves, ynd

eOPI be& S.o
d. The)leakage rate to less than or equal' ~ scf per hour for ~
e. The combined leakage rate for all containment isolation valves in

hydrostatically tested lines which penetrate the primary containment
to less than or equal to 3.3 gpm,

prior to increasing reactor coolant system temperature above 200'F.
+k+Se, Q~RP7 Wf4IAtNctlP brgpet<S (Cakey ~~~ p Ma)N P~ (+lC P.Q.3-7

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

4.6. 1.2 The primary containment leakage rates shall be demonstrated at the
- following test schedule and shall be determined in conformance with the criteria

specified in Appendix J of 10 CFR 50 using the methods and provisions of ANSI
N45.4 - 1972:

a. Three Type A Overall Integrated Containment Leakage Rate tests shall
be conducted at 40 + 10 month'ntervals during shutdown at P
45.0 psig, du~ing each 10-year service period. The third te$ t of
each set shall be conducted during the shutdown for the 10-year plant
inservice ins'pection.

b. . If any periodic Type A test fails to meet .75 L , the test schedule
for subsequent Type A tests shall be reviewed aFid approved by the
Commission. If two consecutive Type A tests fail to meet .75 L , a
Type A test shall be performed at least every 18 months until tSo
consecutive Type A tests meet . 75"L , at which time the above test
schedule may be resumed.

c. The accuracy of each Type A test shall be verified by a supplemental
test which:

I

1. Confirms the accuracy of the test by verifying that the
difference between the supplemental data and the Type A test
data, is within 0.25 L .

a'.

Has duration sufficient to establish accurately the change in
leakage rate between the Type A test and the supplemental test.

3. Requires the quantity of gas injected into the containment or
bled from the containment during the supplemental test to be
equivalent to at least 25 percent of the total measured leakage
at P , 45.0 psig.
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COHTAINMEHT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS (Continued)

d. Type 8 and C tests shall be conducted with gas at P , 45.0 psig," at
intervals no greater than 24 months except for tests involving:

a'

l. Air locks,

2.

3.

Main steam line isolation valves and
IsesLfi~ V'O(VCS 54'(~ 0.$ Se~da rg Mneme~ bg peti,'X 4~/'i~

Va(vc.c aS S4~ st i 7~ ( g. e. y Z
Containment isolation valves in hydrostatical ly tested lines
which penetrate the primary containment, and

Purge supply and exhaust isblati'o'n valves with resilient
material seals.

Air locks shall be tested and demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance
Requirement 4.6. 1.3.

—.e~ - S
—

~

~i fSolati~
g.

Hain steam line isolation valves and me+a.~<
shall be leak tested at least once per 18 months.

Va(vcr Scrvi ~ cs Sccvvvi„rS Cn ic reve )sneer )err;cr V (vcr as Sieve i* 7stica.t3"2.
Containment isolation valves in hydroktatically tested lines which
penetrate the primary containment-shall be leak tested at least once
per 18 months.

h. Purge supply and exhaust isolation valves with resilient material
seals shall be tested and demonstrated OPERABLE per Surveillance
Requirement 4. 6. l. 8. 2.

1 ~ The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are not applicable to Specifica-
tions 4.6. 1.2.a, 4.6. 1.2.b, 4.6.'1.2.c, 4.6. 1.2d and 4.6. 1.2e.

"Unless a hydraulic test is required per Table 3.6.3-1.
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

3. 6. l. 2 Pr imar y containment leakage rates shal 1 be 1 imi ted to:

a. An overall integrated leakage rate of less than or equal to.L
1.0 percent by weight of the containment air per 24 hours at I
45.0 psig.

b. A combined leakage rate of less than or equal to 0.60 L for all
penetrations and all val.ves listed in Table 3.6.3-1, except for main
steam line isolation'alves" and
valves which are hydrostat>cally leak tested per Table 3.6.3-1,

-subject to Type 8 and C tests when pressurized to P , 4S.O psig.
~ c. "Less than or equal to 46 scf. per hour for all four main steam

. lines through the isola ' valves when tested at Pt, 22.5 psig.
g Cm 3(~ /~4 ~ rWe. o$

' o
d. ~Less than or equal to ~scf per hour for~ e

when teste P, 45. 0 ps ig. ~ ~s«~~y ~<4<"~~ ~) f«<
/~fcc,+ Qcvfll4lgg Qolalt) 4~ 7+/A

e. A combined leakage rate of less than or equal to 3.3 gpm for all
containment isolation valves in hydrostatically tested lines which
penetrate the primary containment, when tested at l. 10 Pa, 49.5 psi'g.

PPLICABILITY When PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is required per Specification
3611

ACTION:

Mi th:

~ I i
J5o(&i>~ valval'erv'r~y as >~~4rg ~fa(nM k)pass'ar'ri~ vntv~s

R< shown,'n ldll- ~ / 5-2.

a. The measured overall integrated primary containment 1'eakage rate
exceeding 0.75 L , or

b. The measured combined leakage rate for all penetrations and all
valves listed in Table 3.6.3-1, except for main steam line isolation
va ves, n~r s4ea and valves which are hydro-
statically leak tested per Table 3.6.3-1, subject to Type B and C

tests exceeding 0, 60 L , or

c. The measured '.,leakage rate exceeding 46 scf per hour for all four
main steam lings through the isol on valves, or

<&nba~ Q.o '" '"'
or

e. The measured combined leakage rate for all containment isolation
valves in hydrostatically tested lines which penetrate the primary
containment exceeding 3.3 gpm,-

-f4oSe, Ke~~~oiy ~<+in~~ hy~acc t <~y~ (n4k~ayg gfio~ gg +pic. 3,Q.3

Exemption to Appendix "J" of 10 CFR 50.
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